innovation • energy • commitment • quality
Rise Recruitment provides recruitment solutions for a comprehensive range of
office-based disciplines to both private and public sector organisations. We supply
Permanent staff, Interim Contractors and flexible Temporary Staff at all levels. Our
service ethos is to provide an equally impressive facility to both our clients and
candidates where communication and commitment are guaranteed. As an
independent consultancy, we are able to provide a seamless uncomplicated service,
which will assist you in meeting you recruitment objectives.

our approach
We are aware that each organisation invests extensive resources in developing a
corporate culture and identity. As an employer it is important you feel your recruitment
partners understand more than just the basics and that there is an appreciation of your
culture, motivations and critical business needs.
As recruitment specialists, our philosophy is to provide a personalised service that is
tailored to meet your requirements, applying a methodology which best reflects your
organisation to potential employees. Whether your requirement is for one person or
multiple vacancies, we will utilise the widest range of resources possible to source and
select the highest calibre individuals for your organisation. You will receive a dedicated
service, which positively contributes to your recruitment process helping you to deliver
on your recruitment strategy.

our candidates
The candidates on our ever expanding database have been identified as experienced,
committed individuals who can clearly demonstrated their valuable transferable skills.
Unlike many recruitment firms claims, every candidate on the Rise Recruitment
database has been thoroughly interviewed and is regularly contacted to ensure all
information is up to date including, aspirations, skills and personal circumstances.
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customer services
The customer service sector is lead by professionals who understand the complex
business of creating and managing effective customer contact departments. Whether
this is outbound, inbound or a blended operation it takes a passionate and talented
group of individuals to construct a successful team. The recruitment team at Rise
Recruitment have extensive experience of recruitment in this sector, at all levels, from
those on the phone to Operational Directors. With the correct selection tools and upto-date industry knowledge you can be confident that we will understand your
requirements, take note of your environment and provide you with only the best
candidates.

human resources
Human Resources and Personnel departments are an invaluable function of any
successful organisation. The skills required to build a career in this sector include,
knowledge, training, experience and superb communication skills. As one of the most
varied disciplines an HR professional may need to be an impressive all-rounder or a
specialist in specific fields. When you need to recruit into this department we are able
to ensure you will be presented with candidates who have the combination of soft
skills and experience, which will make them an effective member of your team. From
Administrators to Qualified Senior Management, both permanent and temporary, you
will receive an efficient recruitment service from start to finish.

office support
Most departments find their workloads become practically unmanageable when they
are without effective office support. The range of skills required can vary from
company to company but notably these skills are based on a foundation of reliability,
adaptability and solid IT skills. We focus on placing quality secretarial and
administrative staff at all across a broad range of roles including personal assistants,
team secretaries, receptionists, administrators, project assistants and DTP operators
for both temporary and permanent appointments.
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